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Unique emulation of Rose Essence. An experimental first prototype that attempts to capture the healing

energy of the Rose in to a frequency. This mini-kit contains three separate frequency audio tracks which

may be used individually or together in a looped sequence. Each frequency contains the same essential

encoding but is delivered in a different energetic geometry to allow optimal absorbtion for different states,

calming, energizing, etc. What is Rose Essence used for usually? Joy, a return to innocence, recovery

and a will to continue on the path of life as well as opening the heart. Its amazing that it takes about

20,000 pounds of rose petals to make just one pound of Rose Essence. Rose essence is also know to

support the cardiovascular and nervous systems. It can support the immune system and is known to have

an anti-spasmodic effect. Other qualities may include lowering high blood pressure, beneficial for

sensitive skin, and menstrual / menopausal disorders. Healing for a toxic liver. It has a mild sedative and

antidepressant effect. Rose essence is a healer of the heart. Facillitates forgiveness, deep relaxation and

can improves and mobilize energy flow. Rose essence balances and calms. Often it is used to anoint

alters as well as candles and is known to attracts good positive energy. Rose essence is also know to

support unconditional love and for attracting love and can help with healing old wounds of
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broken-heartedness. Users of Rose Essence may find it easier to open up to receive and give love and

support crown centre consciousness. Chronic long term blockages may be cleared. Those needing a

remedy for apathy and resignation may also be happily surprised by the effectiveness of Rose Essence. If

your dreams have gone unfullfilled and your feeling the weight of the work against you, if you feel you

failed to achieve one of your most important dreams and had to set them aside for more practical pursuits

this essnece may help you to get back in the saddle again. Ultimately Rose essence fundamentall

supports Spirit in the Matter, or material world and thus gives us a chance to breath fresh new air into our

lives and feel the right lively breeze blowing back into our sails. MINI-KIT - Essence of Rose

tradebit.com/filedetail.php/8744751-mini-kit-essence-of-rose Save $20.00 USD off the individual list price

when you purchase this mini-kit. This collection contains the following products: Essence of Rose 1.mp3

Essence of Rose 2.mp3 Essence of Rose 3.mp3 This collection contains the following products: Essence

of Rose 3.mp3 Essence of Rose 2.mp3 Essence of Rose 1.mp3
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